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strong inference.

Daniel Povinelli

I Timing of the evolution of theory of mind

Here is an extreme view of the evolution ol theory ol' mind:r prior to about

four million years ago no organism ever paused to consider its own mental

experiences or the mental experiences of others. This view carries with it
the implication that the reproductive payoffs that led to the selection lor
theory of mind began to be realised only during the course of human evolu-
tion. It also implies that for some (as-yet-unknown) reason the complex
social groups common to many mammals had not produced the right
mixture of social or physical problems sufficient to drive the evolution ol
neural material capable of representing mental states. In short, this view
implies that it was something about the unique history of human evolution
that led to our pervasive and unshakeable folk psychology of mind. Of
course, there are even more extreme views than this. For example, it has

been maintained by some that theory of mind emerged coincident with the
evolution of human language or that it is merely an illusion created by lin-
guistic conventions (e.g., Wittgenstein, 1953; Langer, 1942; Lutz, 1992).

Still more extreme would be the view espoused by some cultural anthro-
pologists that beliefs about the mind are relative constructs peculiar to the
cultures in which they are formed (e.g., Geertz, 1973; Mauss, 1984; La
Fontaine, 1984).

The extremity of the views described above are in one direction only. It
is possible to construct equally extreme views about the antiquity of theory
of mind. For example, one could argue that theory-of-mind-like abilities
are innovations that emerged during the evolution of the last common
ancestor of the great apes and humans, that they were primitive mammal-
ian innovationq or even that it was an innovation primitive to all verte-
brates (for different views on the antiquity of consciousness and theory of
mind see Fox, 1982; Gallup, 1982; Griffin,l916; Rollin, 1989; Harris, this
volume). Central to these views is the common denominator that knowl-
edge about the mind is not restricted to the human species.

Some investigators will find some of the possibilities outlined above
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'difficult'to accept. They will argue that good science should not give space

to what does not cohere well with the rest of our beliefs: thus, we should
reject the extreme positions regarding the widespread distribution for
theory of mind on a priori grounds (Peter Carrutherq personal
communication). After all, is it not absurd to suppose that birds and snakes

have access to some of their own mental states? Conversely, do humans
lrom diverse cultures really possess fundamentally different theories of
mind? Unfortunately, as long as we leave it up to our intuitions to decide,

4lmost any position concerning the evolutionary history of theory of mind
can be justified. The reason that this state of affairs continues to exist is
because views about the minds of other species have largely been driven by
what particular theorists view as plausible, not by what is testable. Indeed,
some commentators chastised our early empirical attempts to compare
chimpanzees and rhesus monkeys'understanding of mental states on the
grounds that the results merely supported widely held beliefs 'that chim-
parlzees are smarter than monkeys in almost all ways'(Mitchell et al., 1994,
p. 762)l lronically, one result of this emphasis on intuition is that the
qurrent data set remains far too impoverished to allow an easy rejection of
any of these positions.

In contrast to the view described above, this essay starts from the
assumption that good science is about strong inference, and that strong
inference is best arrived at by using the method of multiple working
hypotheses (Chamberlin, 1897). In this fashion, various alternative
hypotheses are outlined up front, and each are used to generate a set of pre-
dictions. Hypotheses which generate the most useful predictions ascend as
the most viable until new alternatives are proposed and evaluated.
Accordingly, in this chapter I stake out no a priori claims about which
species (or cultures) possess (or possessed) a theory of mind. My aim is to
provide theoretical justification for the conceptual and methodological
sensibility of a research agenda which in the long run can answer a very
basic question: do any species other than humans possess some kind of
appreciation of the mental world? In short, do other species represent
mental states, and if so, which species and which states?

2 Species that might have a theory of mind

I begin by examining some theoretical reasons why at least one group of
organisms - the great apes - might be a reasonable place to begin to search
for theory of mind in other species. Evolutionary biologists might think
that I am about to commit an egregious error by selecting one repre-
sentative of the great ape/human clade, Pan troglodytes, and then using
them to make a general claim about the group in question. However, I focus
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on chimpanzees for strictly practical reasons, and I fully acknowledge the

striking species differences among the living great apes in social organisa-

tion, ecology, and perhaps even cognitive abilities. My purpose is to show

that there is a set of plausible reasons why chimpanzees (at least) might
have a theory of mind. Thus, I set aside worries about other species2 and

merely note that if chimpanzees possess some kind of theory of mind, then

depending upon one's assumptions about the ancestry (polarity) ol the

trait and the exact phylogeny of the great ape/human clade, then there

might be reasons for suspecting that other species in this clade - or even

most species in the primate order - might as well. However, in examining
these logical possibilities I neither take as obvious the claim that chim-
panzees have a theory of mind, nor do I view the claim as a straw man to
be immediately refuted. Instead, I see the examination of the possibilities
as a crucial first step in outlining a theoretical and methodological frame-
work for a long-term research program designed to determine if theory-ol-
mind skills are a uniquely derived feature of the human lineage, or if other
species possess at least some portions of a common epigeneticr program
governing the construction of representations of the mental states.

2.1 Control of the timing of cognitive developments

There are several facts which could lead one to suspect that chimpanzees
have at least some understanding of the mind. But in order to appreciate
them, it is necessary to consider two constructivist views of the timing ol
cognitive developments (see fig. l8.l). One reasonable view of cognitive
development is that abilities which emerge at later ontogenetic time-points
build in some fundamental manner upon earlier ones, and that most new
cogniti\ e structures emerge from domain-general shilts in representational
abilities (fig. l8.la). Thus, detectable diflerences in task performances
across a seemingly wide range of domains (spatial, temporal, verbal) could
be treated as being linked to underlying shifts in representational abilities.
One particular version of this approach was Piaget's monolithic theory of
intellectual development. A second variant of this constructivist approach
to cognition is to assume that many skills are domain-specific, but within
these domains the representational changes build upon earlier ones. The
fundamental dillerence between this view and the nrst is that the domain-
specific view argues that in many cases there may be little relation between

shifts in one domain and shifts in others (fig. I 8. I b). From an evolutionary
point of view, this would imply the presence of different control mecha-
nisms across domains, allowing for evolution to proceed at different rates

across domains.
These two views are clearly artificial. For when it comes to specilying
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exactlywhatwemeanbyagiven.domain,itbecomesobviousthatthese
views really just represent exireme ends on a spectrum of possibilities' As

long as we set aside extreme cases of modularity' each domain will at best

refer to a psychologi.al te,ritoty with sketchy borders' This vagueness will

u.ir. pr..irjy because although the concept-of a domain may have heur-

istic value, precise neural bouridaries within the brain may be as difficult to

define as are the boundaries of other heuristically useful, but difficult to

define biological constructs such as species (e'g'' Mayr' 1957; Burma' 1954;

Ghiselin, 1975). Thus, I proceed cauiiously using the distinction' but I do

not abandon it because iepending on which end of the spectrum one falls'

the same data set may give rise to very different interpretations'

2.2 Reasonsfor suspecting that chimpanzees htrrbour a theory of ntind

If we were to accept some version of the domain-general argument

advanced above, then existing evidence concerning general cognitive

d"uelopment in chimpanzees might provide support for thepossibility that

itr.y ttuu. some ability to ,.pr.r.nt mental states' For example' suppose that

we could demonstrate thaf in some domains these apes possessed clusters

of abilities which young children develop at the same time they are begin-

ning to attribute certairimental states. If so, then a domain-general view of

.og-nitiu.developmentmightleadonetosuspectthatchimpanzeesalso
po"...r, the ability to repiesent mental states' If theory of mind is just

another arena in which general transitions in representational abilities

manifest themselves, and-if chimpanzees display clear evidence ol such

transitions through their performance on standardised tasks, then we

would have a coherent reason for suspecting that they may also possess

theory of mind.
ln order to move beyond theoretical claims, let us consider two possibil-

ities concerning the oniet of theory of mind in human development. First,

it is possible tf,at inlants u, young as l2 months form representations of

menial states, albeit simple ones. For example, Baldwin and Moses (1994)

have proposed an early understanding of attentional locus through studies

which have investigated the capacity o1 t2- to l3-month-olds to understand

that others refer to things in the externalworld. Baron-cohen (1994) inter-

pretsjointattentionbe-haviours(proto-declarativepointing,gaze-lollow-
ing) u, evidence of a similar kind of goal-desire psychology of infants by

l2tol4months.Asecondpossibilityisthatthecapacityforgenuinerepre-
sentationsofmentalstatesdoesnotemergeuntillS-24moltl:(Gallup
and Suarez, 1986; Barresi and Moore' in press)' lndeed' l8-24 months

seems to represent an especially striking turning point in human develop-

ment. As noted in figure t8.2,-a wide range ol behaviours emerge at this
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point: pretend play, self-recognition in mirrors, correct personal pronoun
use' an explosion in naming skills, co-operative play, simple acts of altru-
ism, level-l perspective-taking, mastery smiles, serf-descriptive utterances,
closure of stage 6 object permanence, directives to adults, along with
several others. Thus, in addition to an emphasis on interesting cognitive
changes which may be occurring between three and five years of ug.
(Wimmer and Perner, 1983; Perner, l99la; Wellman, 1990), two additional
periods may be of special interest in looking for early theory-of-mind skills:
one is between 12 and 16 months and the other is between lg and 24
months.

with these two periods of human development in mind, we can now ask
if chimpanzees display any behaviours akin to those which are emerging in
infants during these two time periods. In terms of generar development,
there is clear evidence that chimpanzees display some behavioars which typ-
ically emerge in young children in both of these time-frames. For exampie,
great apes (including chimpanzees) and humans are clearly travelling along
a similar developmental trajectory (although at different rates) in terms ol
general development and sensorimotor intelligence up until the complexity
of behaviours shown by l8 to 24-month-old human infants (chevalier-
Skolnikov, 1983; Parker and Gibson, 1977; Mathieu and Bergeron, lggl;
Vauclair and Bard, 1983; Mignault, 1985; Hallock et al., 1989;Bard et ttl.,
1992; Poti and Spinozzi, 1994). However, by the eighteenth month or so in
human development, we reach a point at which the typical human and
chimpanzee pattern are beginning to diverge - although perhaps not com-
pletely. For example, there is some evidence that chimpanzees reach some
of the same landmarks typically achieved by the l8 to 24-month-old child,
such as stage 6 aspects of sensorimotor intelligence, spontaneous second-
order classification skills, language comprehension skills similar to l2 to
l8-month-old human infants, and self-recognition in mirrors, although
many may not be achieved until four to eight years of age (Mathieu and
Bergeron, l98l; Spinozzi, 1993; Savage-Rumbaugh et al., 1993; Gallup,
1970; Povinelli, Rulf, Landau, and Bierschwale, 1993). The point ol this
cursory review is to point out that if chimpanzees and humans are dis-
playing similar developmental transitions along these general lines, then
there is evidence for substantial commonality in the cognitive-develop-
mental pathways of the two species.

But what does the picture look like if we narrow our search to behaviours
which may have a relationship to theory of mind in human development?
Here the chimpanzee data set become thinner and less compelling.
Although there have been some direct attempts to test for theory of mind
in non-human primates, it is not necessary to infer from these data that
chimpanzees possess theory-of-mind capacities comparable to three to five-
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year-old human children (see 2.3 below). However, chimpanzees do clearly

display two behavioural patterns which have been theorised to have a pos-

sible relation to human theory-of-mind development:joint visual attention
(gaze-lollowing) and mirror self-recognition. To begin, joint visual atten-

tion is present in some form by 6 months of age in human infants, and

apparently undergoes several developmental changes throughout infancy
(Scaife and Brunet 1975; Butterworth and Cochran, 1980; Butterworth

and Jarrett, l99l; Corkum and Moore, 1994). However, one important
finding is that although gaze-following is present quite early, it is not until
about l8 months that infants will track another's line-of-regard into space

outside their immediate visual field (Butterworth and Cochran, 1980;

Butterworth and Jarrett, l99l). Baron-Cohen (1994) has proposed that
joint visual attention is evidence of a'shared attention mechanism'which
is a precursor to theory ol mind development in normal humans. He has

recently bolstered this claim by providing preliminary evidence that the

absence of gaze-lollowing (together with pretend play and proto-declara-
tive pointing) at I8 months predicts a diagnosis of autism, a syndrome

which has been held to be at least partly characterised by theory-of-mind
impairments (Baron-Cohen and Swettenham, this volume).

We have recently documented that chimpanzees display the gaze-lollow-
ing response, and have now replicated this hnding several times. Our results

indicate that chimpanzees will track another's line-of-regard under the lol-
lowing conditions: (a) the subject sees an experimenter orient their head

and eyes (or just their eyes alone) to a point above and behind them, and
(b) an experimenter is already positioned in an unusual visual orientation
belore they enter (fig. 18.3; Povinelli and Eddy, in press a; Povinelli and
Eddy. in press b). The general phenomena has also been independently
cxpclinrcntally documentcd by Sanjida O'Connell (personal communica-
tion). lndced. wc lrave extended thc linding by demonstrating that chim-
panzees even understand how line-ol'-sight can be impeded by thc

opaqueness of objects (tig. I8.4; Povinelli and Eddy, in press b). I am espe-

cially confident about the replicability of these findings because they

rcquirc no training, and the results are derived from dependent measures

which are not diflerentially reinforced. However, unlike Baron-Cohen
( 1994) I am not conlident that gaze-lollowing is tapping into a mentalistic
appreciation of the attention of others. lndeed, there are good theoretical
and empirical reasons lbr thinking that the early appearance of gaze-fol-

lowing nray have nothing to do with a subjective understanding of atten-

tion, even though at later ontogenctic time-points it may be imbued with
such rncaning by organisms with a theory ol mind (Povinelli and Eddy.

1994). Nonetheless, it is critical to note that our findings reveal that in terms

of the conrplexity of their gaze-following behaviour, chimpanzees are
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probably displaying the level of sophistication shown by i8-month-old

i,u-un inlants (Butterworth and Cochran' 1980)'

In addition to gaze-following, I am also quite confident that chim-

panzees are also capable of self-recognition in mirrors' This phenomenon

irn.rg., by about l8-24 months in human inlhnts (Amsterdam' 1912

Lewis and Brooks-Gunn, 1979). By this age, many young children demon'

strate an understanding of the correspondence between the physical

uff"oron.. of their imnie in a mirror and thcir actual appeitrance' Thus'

*h.n .onf.onted with u-*ittot alter having been marked on the nose or

lorehead they will reach up to touch the mark. chimpanzees also recognise

themselves in mirrors iCottup, 1970; Povinelli' Rull' Landau' and

Bierschwale 1993; Gallup, ct ttl , in press) Mirror-naive chimpanzecs ini-

tially respond socially ,o ih.i, mirror images. bur the best available evidence

nowindicatesthatwithirrseveralminutestoanhourofcontinuousmirror
.^poru.. many chimpanzees display se.ll-exploratory behaviours which

entail orienting to the mirror and using their hands to manipulate parts ol

the body difficult or impossible to see otherwise (the eyes' nose' ears' teeth'

ano-genital region, ,.. hg. l8'5) However' there.are debates aU1111ne ais-

tribution, ontogeny, patGrns of emergence' and underlying meaning and

cause of this phenomenon (see Lin ei ut ' 1992' Swartz and Evans' 199 l:

Povinelli, Rulf, Landau, and Bierschwalc' 1993; Mitchell' 1993)'

Nonetheless, the fundamental phenomenon ol chimpanzee self-recogni-

tion in mirrors is comparable tothat displayed by 8- to 24-month-o.ld chil-

dren, and I do not b.ileue that this fact can be seriously questioned at this

point, despite attempts by some to do so (Heyes' 1994a: see reply by Gallup

et al., in press).

Cuffui (tSdZ;Gatlup and Suarez, 1986) has argued l3r a stronglelation

between mirror self-recognition and theory ol mind both across and within

species. Although I caniot do his hypothesis.;ustice her,e' suffice it to say

that he has interpreted self-recognitlon in rrirrors as reflecting an under-

lying capacity for sell-concepti;' and that such self-knowledge can be

ur.iro leneiate limited infeiences about minds of others Lewis and col-

leagues have also ,tg".a for the relation between the emergence ol self-

recognition in mirrori and the development ol an understanding ol certain

mental aspects of self and other ilewis ct ut'' 1989| Some tentative

,upportforthisviewhascomefromtwodirections.First'someresearchers
froju! ,"porr.d significant correlations between self-recognition in human

infants and other behaviours which may have a link to early theory ol mind

irvnlr,roni" ptay' e,senaorpf and Baudonniere' 1993; early altruism:

Johnson, 1982, Bishof-Kohler, 1988; selt'-conscious emotions: Lewis et ul"

1989). Second, early research suggested a correlation between those species

which have shown evidence lo"!ii-"tognition and successlul perlormance
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on theory-of-mind tasks (Povinelli, 1993). This latter data, however,
deserves close scrutiny (see section 2.3 below).

Let us assume for the moment that some version of the domain-general
argument is correct; lurther let us assume that the sophisticated form of
gaze-following and mirror self-recognition are observable behaviours
which lollow from domain-general shifts in the representational system of
human infants at around l8 months. If true, and il apes display both, then
there would be reason to suspect that they also are able to form representa_
tions which take as their content mental states such as desires, goals, and
attention - e.g., the same kinds of simple representations of which either
infants (on the early view) and/or toddlers (on the late view) are capable. I
am not claiming that this must be the case - indeed, there are good a priori
arguments against such a view, some of which I review below _ rather, I am
simply c)aiming that it might be the case. To summarise, evidence that chim-
panzees are travelling along the same general developmental track as l2 to
l8-month-olds provides a clear rationale for taking seriously the possibil-
ity that chimpanzees form the same kinds of representations oi mental
states (probably non-epistemic oncs) ol which young infants and children
are capable.

2.3 Raasons Jbr doubt

LeI me now return to the domain-specific view which argues that theory of
mind represents a relatively isolated domain of cognitive development, pro-
ceeding with only superficial connections to changes in other cognitive
domains,a This domain-specific view does not exclude the interpretation
that apes have a theory ol mind, on the other hand it would find no partic-
ularly compelling reason to see chimpanzees' successful performances on
non-theory-of-mind tasks as indicating that they represent mental states.
Indeed, even if we restrict our focus to the behaviours that (a) chimpanzees
clearly display and (b) have possible theoretical links or empirical correla-
tions with theory of mind (self-recognition in mirrors and advanced gaze-
following), a domain-specific interpretation of these behaviours could still
be advanced. For example, these abilities might develop with little or no
interaction with representations of mental states either within or across
species. Of course, correlations in human development between self-
recognition and other behaviours which also seemed linked to theory of
mind such as those described above would need to be explained in non-
causal terns, as would significant associations between the absence of gaze-
lollowing and pretend play in autism on the one hand, and theory-of-mind
delicits in autism on the other (Baron-Cohen and Swettenham. this
volume).
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Given that different starting assumptions about cognitive development

yield different conclusions about the plausibility ol theory of mind in chim-
-punr""r, 

it might be useful to shelve theory for the moment and examine

ihe evidence foi theory of mind in chimpanzees. Several reviews of this area

of research are already available (Premack, 1988; Cheney and Seyfarth'

1990; Povinelli, 1991, t i93; Whiten, 1993; Heyes, 1993; Tomasello and Call'

1994i. Thus, instead of reviewing each of the (relatively few) investigations

o[ theory of mind in non-human primates, I shall summarise the evidence

to date u, futting into two classes. First, we can examine the research strate-

gies which have-used spontaneously occurring behaviout typically_ involv-

ing ,orn. kind of social manipulation of one animal by another' for

.iid.n". of an understanding bf mental states on the part of various

species(deWaal,l982;WhitenandByrne'1988)'Althoughthekindsof

"pp.ou"n., 
to studying theory of mind using anecdotal evidence 

-ranges
fiom the causal to the iystematic, all fall prey to similar problems' In par-

ticular, where a theory-of.mind interpretation suggests itself, a learning

theory interpretation ior the deploymlnt of some more tightly canalised'
.hard_wired'- algorithms) .unnoi b.'ruled out by systematic manipulations

of independenl variables. In addition, there are several other classes of

,p*un.ou,lyoccurringbehaviourwhichmaybecentraltotheoryofmind
which are strilingly abslnt in chimpanzee culture: proto-declarative point-

ing, pretend play, and teaching (Fremack, 1984; Cheney and Seyfarth'

1990; Povinelli and GodfreY, 1993)'

Thesecondclassolautot'u'emergedfromlaboratory.basedstudiesin
which experiments were designed for the purpose of testing hypotheses

about the presence of theory of mind in non-human primates' To date'

there have been only a handful of such studies, restricted to macaques and

chimpanzees (Premack and Woodruff, 1978; Woodruff and Premack '1979;

Silverman, 1986; Povinelli, Nelson, and Boysen' 1990' 1992; Cheney and

ieyfarth, i990; Pouinelli, Parks, and Novak' l99l' 1992; Hess e/ al" 1993;

Povinelli, Rulf, and Bierschwale, 1994)' However' the experiments to date

which have been offered as some evidence that chimpanzees may have a

tt'eo.yofmindsufferfrommethodologicallimitationsrelatedtothe
absence of attempts at replication, problems ol learning' and diffrculties in

controlling for attention and motlvation across species (Dennett, 1983;

Premack,lg8S;Whiten,l99l,l993;Povinelli'1991'1993;Povinelliand
Eddy, in press; Heyes' ibqr).t Finalty, what about experimental studies of

phenomena such as imitation which have been posited to have a..potential

relation to theory-ofl-mind development (Meltzoff and Gopnik' 1993)?

Unfortunately,thejuryisstilloutwithrespecttothechimpanzee'scapac-
ity for true imitation (iomasello, Kruger' and Ratner' 1993)' Thus' careful

examination of laboratory-based studies of theory ol mind reveal that we
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have no elrects that have been replicated, let alone replicated and extended.
It would be wrong to think that I am implying that gaze-fiollowing and

self-recognition are r.he only two phenomena possibly related to theory of
mind that chimpanzees possess. on the contrary, I am indicating that these
are the only ones that have passed the test of experimental demonstration
and replication.

To summarise, a domain-general view ol cognitive development could
see in the existing data base enough evidence to suggest that chimpanzee
cognitive development (although extended) looks very similar to the cog-
nitive development of human inlants up to about lg months. on such a
view, this would provide strong circumstantial evidence that they also
possess some theory-of-mind skills, especially those early ones which are in
place in human infants at l8 months. ln contrast, the domain-specific view
of theory-of-mind development would see no reason to interpret similarity
in other areas of cognitive development as evidence one way or the other
for similarity in theory of mind.

3 A conceptual framework

I have hinted that a search lor theory of mind in chimpanzees makes sense
within an evolutionary frame of reference. But I have not yet outlined why
this is so. Figure 18.6 provides two models of the great ape/human clade,
both of which display the African ape/human clade as an unresolved tri-
chotomy - meaning that it is still too early to decide who is most closely
related to whom within this group (Marks, 1994). Figure lg.6 displays two
alternate possibilities concerning the developmental pathway related to
theory of mind in humans. In the early evolution moder, theory-of-mind
skills are shown as having been an innovation primitive to the great
apelhuman clade and as a result are shared (via common descent) in
members of the group, with caveats concerning gorillas (see povinelli,
1994b). Note, however, that the schematic I have chosen reflects the notion
that various ontogenetic stages or conceptual transformations are con-
served. Thus, each of the members of the group which today possess the
genetic instructions for theory of mind share a common developmental
program. Thus, the basic ontogenetic sequence of theory-of-mind deploy-
ment could be relatively constant across species (although the rates might
be quite different). The second model treats theory of mind as primarily a
human innovation, and as a result it is not present in other members of the
clade.

The two models in Figure 18.6 thus represent two possibilities concern-
ing the timing ol the evolution ol theory of mind. They do not represent
the most extreme view of either position I outlined in the first section of
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Figure 18.6 Two models of the timing of the evolution of arbitrary
aspects of theory of mind. The African ape-human grouping is shown as

an unresolved trichotomy to reflect controversies in the taxonomy of this
group (Marks, 1992, 1994). The early evolution model posits that funda-

mental components ol mental state attribution evolved before the

differentiation of the great ape/human group. Note the secondary loss ol
some features by gorillas (see Povinelli, 1994). The late evolution model

posits that most (if not all) aspects of mental state attribution evolved

uniquely (and recently) in the human lineage.
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this essay, but they do provide a solid set of alternative working hypothe-

ses which can be tested by comparing theory-of-mind development in

young children and young chimpanzees. The theoretical and methodolog-

ical justification for these comparisons has been provided elsewhere

(Povinelli and deBlois, 1992a, 1992b; Povinelli, 1993). In addition, the

models should assist non-biologists in understanding that comparing the

development of theory of mind (or any psychological capacity) across

species does not assume Some mysterious process ol recapitulation.

Recapitulation is a biological pattern which results from the inheritance ol
ancestral ontogenetic programs; generally speaking, the wider a time-span

between the common ancestor ol two Species, the less'recapitulationist'the
ontogenies will appear. A better description is to dispense with the term
'recapitulution'altogether and to cast the inquiry in modern evolutionary

terms - which portions ol psychological ontogeny among the living great

apes and humans are shared primitive traits inherited from a common

ancestor, and which are most recently evolved aspects of psychological

ontogeny, perhaps lound only in humans?

4 Young chimpanzees'knowledge of seeing-as-attention: a case study

In order to demonstrate how the conceptual framework offered above can

be practically implemented, I now describe a series of studies that we

recently conducted on theory ol mind in chimpanzees. The focus of these

studies was a very simple question: do young chimpanzees understand the

intentionality of visual perception? By intentionality we mean the follow-

ing: do chimpanzees understand the 'aboutness'aspect of the perceptual

act ol seeing? We thus set out to ask if they understand that visual percep-

tion 'relers to' (or is about) objects or events in the external world. Note

that such a narrow question eliminates many very interesting mentalistic

questions about visual perception that one might ask. For instance, we

explicitly did not wish to ask our apes il they understood the relation

beiweerr seeing and knowing (that visual perception is a knowledge acquisi-

tion device; sce 4. I below). We had already done this, and obtained largely

ncgative results (Povinelli ct ut., 1994). Thus, we winnowed our interests in

orJer to locus upon the simplest mentalistic aspect of visual perception ol'

which we could think: that seeing subjectively connects organisms to other

objects and events in the world (see Flavell, 1988). These studies were driven

by the theoretical models outlined in the previous section concerning the

timing and order of the evolution of theory ol mind. The early evolution

modei predicts that chimpanzees should easily demonstrate such abilities.

whereas the late evolution model predicts that they should not'
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Before I describe this recent research, it is necessary to draw a clear distinc-

tion between several kinds ol information processing or knowledge that

one might have about eyes. First, many organisms are extremely sensitive

to the iresence of eyes and eye-like stimuli (eg', see Gallup et al'' 1971)'

There may be several reasons for this sensitivity including the fact that eyes

are a useful stimuli lor detecting the presence of a predator or social com-

petitors. However, despite this general sensitivity to eyes, this kind ol evi-

ience alone is not sufficient t; conclude that an organism understands

anything at all about visual perception as a mental event'

ih.r. ur. two additional ievels at which an organism might understand

theeyes,andbothoftheseinvolveanappreciationofthelocusoftheeyes
as an interlace between the private world of the mind and the shared

external world. First, an orgunit- may understand that visual perception

subjectively connects orgunir-, to the external world' In other words' an

"'g""i'*withtheabilitytolormrepresentationsofmentalStatescouldequate the perceptual/geometric reiation ol 'seeing' with the internal

mental state of 'attention'. In this sense, to see something is to be men-

tallyorcognitivelyconnectedtothatthing(Flavell,l988)'Flavellandhis
.oli.ugu.Jave demonstrated that by two and a half years of age human

childrln have established this kind ol understanding of the link between

ttre eyes and the mind (Lempers el al ' 1977) There is some reason to

believe that some species of non-human primates may also possess this

kind of appreciation ol seeing (Chance, 1967; Menzel and Johnson' 1975;

Gomez, l99l). However, th;kinds of evidence that have been brought

to bear on the question of non-human primates'understanding ol seeing

are open to sevlral different interpretations (Povinelli and Eddy, in press

a).
Thefinalkindolunderstandingofvisualperceptionwhichwewillcon-

sider here concerns the understatiding t6at in addition to linking an indi-

vidual'smentalstateolattentiontotheexternalworld'visualperception
alsoaltersone,sinternalexperiences,statesofknowledgeandbeliefs.
Flavell and colleagues have investigated the development of this under-

standing of visual perception in young children and have demonstrated

that it is not until about iour years of age that children realise that visual

perception can give rise to uniqut mental experiences or states.(Flavell el

a/., lggl). other lines of evidenie also indicare that it is not untilabout this

same age that children appreciate seeing as playing a cau-sal role in knowl-

.Og. 
"Jquitition 

(Wimmt', Hog'eft' und Pttntt' 1988; Gopnik and Graf'

1988; Ruffman and Olson' t989;O'Neill and Gopnik' l99l;Povinelliand

de Blois, 1992a). Cclllectively, these data suggest a marked developmental
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asynchrony between young children's understanding of seeing-as-attention
and seeing-as-a-knowledge-acq uisition-device.

4.2 What young chimpanzees know about seeing: new evidence

Timothy Eddy and I have recently investigated young chimpanzees'knowl-
edge about seeing-as-attention. The reason for this selection was two-fold.
First, human knowledge about visual perception begins in infancy with the
appearance of the gaze-following response, although the extent to which
this knowledge is embedded in representations of mental states (as opposed
to geometric calculations) is not clear. Second, there is a further elabora-
tion of that knowledge at some point in late infancy to the point at which
this knowledge possesses genuinely mental content. These two facts led us
to realise that an extensive series of studies of this phenomenon might
reveal the commonalities and differences in human and chimpanzee under-
standing within a quintessential mental domain: the experience of seeing.
We thus executed a number of studies with a group of seven young chim-
panzees to determine if they understand visual perception as a mental
event.

Our research strategy has been to pit two explanatory frameworks
against each other and to then evaluate them by their ability to generate
accurate predictions about what our young apes would do in various cir-
cumstances. One of these is a mentalistic framework which attributes a
theory or folk psychology of seeing to the animals. This framework makes
no commitment about the upper-level of complexity of that under-
standing, but minimally assumes that the apes understand how the physical
relation to eye direction and orientation anchors an internal mental state
of attention in an organism to the world. In contrast, our second frame-
work is derived from learning theory and starts with the assumption that
chimpanzees form no representations of the mental states of others (such
as attention) and as a consequence have no mentalistic understanding of
eye gaze. This does not mean that the animals cannot reason about eyes,

but rather that their reasoning is limited to the observable contingencies
between eyes, eye direction, and subsequent behaviour. Thus, from the very
outset of these investigations we shelved (to the best of our ability) our pre-
conceived beliefs about what chimpanzees ought to understand about
seeing, and instead outlined the predictions that these two very different
frameworks would make about an ape's reaction to the perception of the
visual systems of others.

In order to set the stage for our studies, we trained the animals to use

their natural begging gesture (arm outstretched, palm up) to request food
from an experimenter. All ol the animals rapidly learned to enter a testing
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lab, scan to see whether a trainer was standing or sitting on the right or lelt,
approach a clear partition and stick their arm through a hole in front of the
person in order to beg for food. Just to be sure the animals' perlormance

on this task would be stable, we trained them to rigorous criteria whereby

they were virtually flawless.

This initial training now allowed us to ask the apes il thcy understood

seeing-as-attention. Whom would the chimpanzees approach and request

food from if they entered the test lab and encountered two trainers stand-

ing or sitting in front of them, one of whom could see them, the other of
whom could not? We designed several treatments to test the animals, some

of which used familiar objects to prevent one of the trainers lrom seeing.

and some of which involved more natural circumstances where one trainer

could see the animal but the other could not. [n one of the object treat-

ments, one trainer placed a bucket over his head, the other held a bucket on

her shoulder without obstructing her view. In the other object treatment,

one trainer wore a blindfold over the eyes, the other wore it over the mouth'

The two natural conditions were back-versus-front (one trainer lacing

forward, the other facing away) and hands-over-eyes (one trainer obscur-

ing her eyes with her palml the other looking forward while covering his

ea-rs). Thise initial set of treatments were all focused on a very specific ques-

tion: which framework could better predict from whom the chimpanzees

would beg for food when one of the experimenters was looting straight

ahead wiiir their eyes open and the other had their vision obscured? The

mentalistic framework predicted excellent performance from-trial I

iorward; the learning the;ry predicted poor performance initially' followed

by impiovement afLr repeated trials To begin, however, we needed to

assure ourselves that the chimpanzees could use their gesture to choose cor-

iectly between the two experimenters when an obvious cue was present that

had nothing to do with understanding mental states Thus' lve created a

treatment in which the apes were confronted with two trainers' one of

whom held out a block of wood, the other of whom held otrt a piece of lruit

or a small cookie.
In order to gain the maximum interpretative leverage possible' we used a

combination o'f traditional small-N and group design leatures First' within

each session of ten trials only two were designated as probe trials ahead of

ti.". it us, ttt" -ujority of tiials within a session were simply spacing trials

in *f,i"f, tt. ,uUj"its received the same treatment they had during training

- u aingt" experimenter positioned on either the right or left This meant

that w; had within-session controls on whether or not the subjects were

Uo,tr (u) ,no,iuut"a to respond and (b) attending to th€ general 
.features 

of

ifr.iJ. S""ona, the nature of the probe tri.rls was alternated in an ABA

design so that sessions containing block-versus-lood probe trials
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surrounded the sessions which contained the various visual occlusion
probe trials. This meant that we had temporal control across sessions for
determining whether or not the subjects were motivated and attending on
probe trials involving a discrimination between two experimenters. The
final leature oI the design was that very few probe trials were administered
(only two per session, typically four per experiment per condition) and they
were separated by spacing trials. Because we had six to seven subjects in all
of the studies, this allowed us to look at the group's responses on trial I and
trial 2 for a very sensitive diagnosis of whether they possessed an initial dis-
position to gesture to the one who could see them. In addition, the subjects
typically only received four total trials on a given treatment within an
experiment, thus further constraining the problem of learning. With these
controls in place we were in a position to determine which framework could
best predict the apes'actual performance.

ln the initial sessions of block-versus-lood, the chimpanzees performed
excellently from trial I forward: all of the subjects entered the test unit and
responded by begging in front of the trainer offering the food. This result
meant that the subjects had no difficulty reorienting from spacing trials
with only one experimenter present to block-versus-food probe trials
involving two experimenters. This was encouraging, because if they had
experienced trouble here, the logic ol the experimental design would have
collapsed. These preliminary results demonstrated that the chimpanzees
could easily use their gesture to make a choice between two different exper-
imenters in a situation that did not involve the deployment of a folk psy-
chology of seeing.

In striking contrast to this excellent performance on the initial two ses-

sions containing these non-mentalistic probes, the subjects' performances
dropped to chance when we administered the two-object treatments. Thus,
on blindlold and bucket-probe trials. the group responded by gesturing in
iront ol the person who could/?or see them as often as they gestured to the
pcrson who could scc them. was i( because their motivation had declined
ils the exp€riment had proceeded? Our within-session controls allowed us

to reject this general motivatiolrallattentional critique; the subjects
responded at nearly 100'/o correct on the spacing trials surrounding the
probe trials. Was it possible that their ability to choose between two exper-
imenters had waned across repeatcd probe trials? When we re-administered
sessions with block-versus-food probe trials the subjects' performance shot

back up to near-perfect levels. The logic of the ABA design allowed us to
conclude that it was something about the treatments themselves that had
yielded the effects obtained.

The results lor one of the natural treatments looked identical to those
just described: excellent perlormance on surrounding probe trials of block-
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versus-lood and excellent performance on the surrounding spacing trials,
coupled with chance-level performance on the hands-ov."Jy., prob"e trials.
However, we obtained compretery different results with the back-versus-
front probe trials. In this case, the subjects'performances were significantly
above-chance and did not differ from surrounding probe and spaiing trials.
This effect was present from triar l forward, with 5/6 animais 

"o.i..t 
on

trial I and 6/6 correct on trial 2. Thus, in direct contrast to the other rreat-
ments, the animals seemed to possess an immediate disposition to orient
selectively in front of the trainer facing forward and execute a begging
gesture (see fig. 18.7).

A direct comparison of the two frameworks indicated that the learning
theory generated more accurate predictions about what the animals would
do. In three out of four treatments the animals did not seem to appreciate
that one of the experimenters was connected to them in a subjective
manner. However, the results of the back-versus-front treatment caused us
to probe the situation further. The learning theory's explanation for the
subjects' immediate success on the back-versus-front treatment was that
there was a stimulus configuration (the trainer facing forward) that was
identical to the correct response on their hundreds of training trials. The
mentalistic theory's explanation was that (for one reason or another) the
front-versus-back treatment was simply the most ecologically relevant
instantiation of seeing-versus-not-seeing, and hence the chimpanzees per-
formed best in this situation. we realised that we could test these accounts
by confronting the chimpanzees with an equally ecologically relevant treat-
ment in which two trainers both faced away from the subject, but one of
them looked back over his shoulder toward the test unit. If the mentalistic
account of the back-versus-front performance was correct, the animals
should respond well; if the learning theory account were correct the
animals should respond at chance.

We carried out this experiment using all of the controls described earlier
(see Experiment 3, Povinelli and Eddy, in press b). Exactly as the learning
theory predicted, the subjects performed excellently on the spacing trials,
the block-versus-food probes, and the back-versus-front probe trials. Yet in
direct contrast to these results, the group's perlormance dropped to chance
on the looking-over-the-shoulder probe trials. For the animals it did not
seem to make a difference that one of the trainers could see them and the
other could not; despite the fact that one of the trainer's faces was com-
pletely visible to the subjects and one was not, the animals had no prefer-
ence for begging to one over the other. This finding removed any unique
reason for favouring the mentalistic flramework's interpretation of the
back -versus- fron t pe rfo rm a nce.

Despite this rather impressive correct predictron by the learning theory,
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Figure 18.7 A hvc-vcar-old chinrpanzee sub.iect gestures rn l'ront ol a

trainer who can scc hcr. This back-versus-l't'ont procedttre wits thc otlly
lreatnre nt rn $hich thc suhjccts gcsturcd to thc pcrson who coLrltl see thcnl
l'ronr trial I lirr*irltl.
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we did not abandon the mentalistic rl'.'rework. one ol- our hypotheses was
that perhaps the apes did in fact understand that onry on. oi the trainers
was subjectively connected to them, but were startled by the unusual
configurations of objects and body postures (especially given that for
methodological reasons both experimenters were required to be associated
with identical objects). In addition, perhaps the hesitations we derecred on
many of the probe trials were really startle reactions. Thus, the mentalistic
lramework could claim that our procedures masked an underrying
appreciation ol' seeing-as-attention becausc introdr.rcing objects and
unusual bodily postures on probc trials co-varied with thc trcatnrcnts under
investigation. The liamework coulcl bc irrtcrprctccl as prcclictirrg that il tlrc
subjects were thoroughly habituated with the objects that were to be rhe
ultimate cause of visual occlusion, then they should perform muclr better
on the critical probe trials. We thus conducted a series of studies to test this
interpretation (see Experiments 4-9, Povinelli and Eddy, in press b).

Here I will just describe one ol these studies. First. circurar cardboard
screens were constructed that could hang around the expcrimcntcrs'nccks.
The screens were large enough to obscure the entire head ol the trainers.
However, before we used these screens as a means ol' visual deprivation, wc
had the experimenters wear them on several sessions of standard trials, and
then included them on block-versus-food trials, and on back-versus-rront
trials. In addition, we even had both trainers hold the screens up above their
shoulder (without either face being obscured) in order to ensure that the
subjects would associate successful performance with the presence of the
screens being held up. At this point we were ready to pit the two lrameworks
against each by introducing the crucial probe trials; one ol tlre trainers
holding the screen in such a manncr as to obscure thc cntire llcc. thc othcr
holding it above his or her shoulder. Despitc thcse laborious ellorts to
rescue the mentalistic liamework, we could not dc) so. The apcs cnterecl the
test unit. scanned the trainers, and tlren proceeded to choose randomly.
Indeed, there were even several striking trials where the animals looked
straight at the screen obscuring the trainer's face, gestured. looked again.
and finally extended the arm even further, apparently unaware that the
trainer could not see what they were doing. Indeed, the learning theory
implies that we cannot exclude an even lower-level interpretation of the
apes'perlormance - perhaps they do not even undcrstand that such a thing
as 'seeing'exists.

Additional experiments manipulating the distance, height. and gaze
orientation ol the trainers generally had littlc or no effect on rhe subjects'
performance. However, further experiments revealed a learning effect.
Thus, across the eleven studies tlre subjects were be_sinning to pe rfbrm at
above-chance levels in several ol the treatmcnts. Therc u,crc two possible
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wdys of interpreting this result. One was to assume that the subjects had
extracted some stimulus-based rule from all of the various visual depriva-
tion treatments we had administered. The other possibility was that the
subjects had finally understood the task at hand: select the trainer who can
see (read: is mentally attending). We decided to test this issue by analysing
the various stimulus configurations we had previously pr€sented to the
apes. There seemed to be two possible rules they might use: 'pick the person
whose face is visible' or 'pick the person whose eyes are visible'.
Fortunately, neither rule made exactly the same predictions about how the
animals would perform under two novel treatments: attending-versus-
distracted (one experimenter looks straight ahead, the other looks up into
the corner of the ceiling) and eyes-open-versus-closed, The 'face'rule pre-
dicted chance performance in both of these situations: the 'eyes' rule
predicted chance performance when both eyes are visible (attending-
versus-distracted) but good performance in eyes-open-versus-closed.
Finally, the mentalistic framework predicted a different pattern of results
altogether. lt predicted that the subjects should have performed well on
both of these novel treatments.

The actual results of these studies (Experiments l2 and l3) provided
clear support lor the'face rule'over the'eye'rule, and provided no support
for the mentalistic framework. For example, the subjects performed ran-
domly on their initial trials of both of the attending-versus-distracted and
eyes-open-versus-closed treatments, thus indicating the subjects were not
able to use an'eye'rule, at least not in the eyes-open-versus-closed context.
In addition, when the subjects entered the test unit on the attending-versus-
distracted trials, they followed the line-of-sight of the dishacted experi-
menter by turning and looking behind them. A crucial aspect of this
finding is that it established something of which we had not been certain
previously: that the subjects were scanning the laces of the experimenters
before making their choices. They had to be, otherwise they could not have

turned and looked behind them selectively on the attending-versus-
distracted probe trials. Finally, it is important to point out that the subjects
continued to respond poorly on only one of the initial treatments: blind-
folds. lnterestingly, this was the only treatment in which the same amount
of each of the two trainers'faces were visible. In all of the treatments on

which they were now succeeding (buckets, looking-over-shoulder, screen-

over-face, hands-over-eyes) one of the trainer's faces was virtually com-
pletely obscured, but the other was clearly visible. This discrepancy

between the blindfold treatment and the other treatments provides even

further evidence that the subjects were using a rule about whose face was

visibie, not who was seeing.
Finally, in order to be absolutely certain that our non-verbal tes( was
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really measuring what we thought it was measuring, we tested young three-

year-olds and compared their performance to older three and four-year-old

children. If our task was measuring seeing-as-attention (and not some

higher-order understanding of visual perception) then young three-year-

olds should perform at above-chance levels: a variety of lines of evidence

indicate that young three-year-olds understand this aspect of seeing (e.g.,

Lempers et a\.,1977 see section 4. l). In contrast, if the task was measur-

ing something more complicated (such as the seeing-knowing relation) then

the young three-year-olds should display chance performance, with the

older children performing above chance (see section 4. I ). We trained them

in a similar fashion to the chimpanzees and then tested them using three of
the treatments we had administered to the chimpanzees. The results estab-

lished that as a group even young three-year-olds performed at levels well

exceeding chance on their first trial with several of the exact same treat-

ments and procedures used with the chimpanzees (Experiment I5, Povinelli

and Eddy, in p."rt b). This finding matched our a priori prediction that the

task couid be,solved by simply understanding seeing-as-attention, without

understanding the more complicated notion of visual perception as a

knowledge acquisition device.

5 Lingering concePtual worries

Despite the clear biological rationale lor comparing the psychological

development of closely related species, commentators frequently worry

that teits such as the ones just described are unfair to the chimpanzees. The

concerns raised take several forms, but at the core of these criticisms is an

underlying concern that it just does not make sense to compare chim-

punr... und hurnun children. Below, I describe each of four different mean-

ing, of this claim that I have encountered, and I attempt to assess their

strengths and weaknesses.

5.1 Do chimpanzees huve u'weuk' theory rl mind?

First, in response to theory-of-mind tasks on which chimpanzees perform

poorly, some researchers reply that perhaps chimpanzees have a weak

it 
"ory 

of mind, and the tasks we give the animals are too complicated for

them. First, if the argument is to extend beyond a vacuous claim' the

nature of this weakneis must be specified. The most biologically plausi-

ble possibility I can think ol is to assume that chimpanzee behaviour

islargelygoue,nedbylearnedorevolvedsocialalgorithmsbutthat
their reprlsentational code can compress less information about

social information, and hence ultimately their (presumably) image-based
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representational system for.encoding mental states is less efficient than theadditionar ringuistic-based system oi-r,u,nunr. This arternative courd

il;::ri,""""| ,b;:[J.", 
sense if *. ui.*.d ,o*. r,urnun-priir,oroei.ul

morecompre-*0,.:t:li;ff ,t"il*l:,:,il::TJi':"ll;Hi:ffifJ
perhaps desires and, goars can be ..p..r.nt"a without a linguistic repre-sentational system, bur perhaps r.pr.r.niutio"t .i tio*r.ig'" uno u.nrr,requires the additional compressionur-po*., of a ringuistic code. But ifthis (or something rike it) is tiue, i, a"* 

-"", 
mean that our tests are unfair.To the conrrary, it wourd sti, be p*i.;i;i.gitimate - indeed, essentiar! _to ask questions about common descent of those developmental pro-grams' To ignore these dirrerences wourd raise the spectre of a curious'same-but-differenr'diremma: 

on the o".i""a *. *ourd ue aeciarng tt atwe cannot compare chimpanzee and human psychorogy, but on the otherhand we would mainrain rhar .hi;;;;;;.s do indeed have aspecrs oftheory of mind. If the^rormer *.r. ii*'ii.n tr,. ratter wourd remain anact of faith, not an inference or t"r.n"". ii" g.n"r"t point is clear: if webelieve. that chimpanzees have less efficient representations of mentalstares than humans in particurar domains, then *e should r.uirl'ou. p^r-adigms ro- investigate.this possibirity. ini."a, rhe resrs described abovewere partly motivated for that u..y ..uron - it seemed to us that thenon-epistemic mental.,aspects. of seeing-fattention) might be easier tocompress into a visuatv baryd r.pr.r.niuiionar code tnl" ti" elistemicaspect (seeing-as-knowing). Thus, our recent effo.ts to determine if chim_panzees understand seeing-as-attention were a strategic retreat from
;:ffi;::,ffi:.to ask 

"hi-punr"., lr 
.,n"v 

understiod ir,"*r".ing-
Before we turn to other criticisms, it is important to note another variantof the weak theory-of-mind.idea.'rr ir fJrriule to maintain that chim_panzees have some, most or alr of the repiesentations of mentar states thathumans do but that they.onlv o.proy ir,.i-r in-pu.ti.rt". ecological contexts.For example, perhaps chimpanzees do undersiand the seeing-knowing rela_tion but only demons trateit.when ,nry-ort-ir o competitive sociar situation,or perhaps a competitive sociar situation with q member of their own species,or perhaps a competitive situation with a member oi ti,"i. o*n ,p"'"i., ,

if:Jff;Jff 
varianr is related to the next..iii.irr, onJ ro I *ii.liro.. i,

5.2 Is theory of mind anrhropoc.entric,?

A second meaning of unfair is that the tests are anthropocentric. A chargeis sometimes made that chimpanzee, huue o theory of mind, but it is a
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theory of the chimpanzee mind, not of the human one. Although it has
an appealing biological ring to it, upon close inspection if thii idea is
intended to be distinct from the notion examined above, it becomes very
difficult to define. At one level the challenge reduces to an acknowledge-
ment that apes and humans both have an understanding of the mental
world - that is, that they both lorm representations ol mental states; at
another level the content of the representations differ in some species-
specific manner. But what, exactly, are the differences? Specifying them
becomes of paramount importance because although as evolutionary
biologists we must recognise the idea of the evolution ol specialised traits
and behaviours, we must also be psychologists and ask: what is the nature
content of the representations that differs'l To deler this question would
be to concede that this objection to experiments of the kind we advocate
has not been carefully thought out.

There are several possible arguments that could be madc to shorc up thc
charge of anthropocentrism. For example, it could be maintained that
chimpanzees and humans begin along similar paths because ol the inheri-
tance of common epigenetic instructions related to an intentional under-
standing of behaviour, but begin to diverge as ontogeny proceeds, revealing
innovations which uniquely evolved in the course of the separate evolution
of each species. As I hinted above, it is possible that theory of mind first
evolved as an ability which was deployed in limited circumstances such as
social competition. On this view, later innovations, perhaps ones that
occurred only during the course of human evolution, extended this disposi-
tion to apply in many contexts, either as the result of a new specific mech-
anism or a generalisation module. Such accounts are possible. However,
there are implications of these views. First, and most importantly, it would
not follow from this theoretical position that our tests are unfair. Rather, it
would render them even more indispensable than before because we would
need them in order to discover the commonality and differences in theory-
of-mind development in the two species. Second, it would mean that certain
fundamental, core attributes (or ancillary components) of common-sense
psychology are in fact uniquely derived in the human lineage. That is, trying
to explain away negative findings with chimpanzees on high-level theory-
of-mind tasks by appealing to a different theory of mind in apes means
giving over these differences as exclusively human innovations. All ol this
suggests that tests such as ours can precisely pinpoint where and when the
chimpanzee's hypothesised theory of mind is deployed. And if the chim-
panzee's theory of mind is really so circumscribed, our laboratory tests

would clearly reveal that unlike our common-sense psychology, theirs does

not engage more or less automatically across situations, but is restricted to
specific contexts.
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J.J Are laboratory tests ecologically valid?

Another criticism is to remain silent about the exact differences in theory
of mind between the two species, but to explain the current negative find_
ings with chimpanzees by recourse to an argument that laboratory_based
tests are ecologically irrelevant. There are two versions ol this claim. One
is that the logic of these tests is not relevant. In other words, it could be that
chimpanzees only use their theory-of-mind skills in social manoeuvrings
that are ecologically relevant to them. By itself, this argument reduces to
the claim that we just examined. But a second version o=f the claim is thatit is the captive setting itself, not the particular tests, which crcates the
ecological irrelevance. Thus, anecdotes from natural settings could be taken
as evidence that in these settings the animals do, in fact, dJfloy u 

"o.rnon-serse psychology, but lab-based tests fail ro reveal this psychology because
of the captive setting. The problem, of course, is thai monkeyi and apes
display similar patterns of social manipulation in captivity anj in the wild
(Menzel, 1973j de Waal, 1982; Whiten and Byrne, 1988; Coussi-Korbel,
1994). Given that the argument cannot therefore be about the setting, it
would have to be about the specific context; thuE we return to the claim that
theory-of-mind skills cannot be easily found in chimpanzees outside of
some as-of-yet-unspecifi ed social circumstances.

5.4 Reasoning about the mind of anorher species

Another meaning of the fairness charge that I wish to explore is the claim
that most theory-of-mind tasks given to animals involve siiuations in which
the subjects are asked to make inferences about the mental states of
humans, not the mental states of other members of their species. For
examplg Seyfarth and Cheney (1992) argued that our initial atternpt to test
chimpanzees for an understanding of the perception_knowledge relation
was limited because the subjects observed human actors, not oiher chim-
panzees (Povinelli, Nelson, and Boysen, 1990). This argument reduces to a
claim that chimpanzees and humans share a similar tlheory of mind, but
because of some combination of the morphological and behavioural differ-
ences between us they are not inclined to assumi that we have mental states.
Of course, there is no comparable evidence that human children are
impaired when reasoning about dolls, adults, other children, imaginary
characters instantiated by figurines or pictures in books, or, indeed, even
animals themselves. A moment's reflection will allow us to see that we have
returned to the same-but-different dilemma. This time the tests are unfair
because chimpanzees really do understand the psychological relations in
question, but fail to attribute them outside their own speciis. But why is the
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human anthropomorphism gradient so extensive as to cover nearly all
animate (and even inanimate) objects, but the equally rich chimpanzee
theory of mind is peculiarly restricted to other creatures with just the right
combination of black hair, knuckle-walking, prognathism, large ears, and

so on?
I am not claiming that it is impossible that this is the case, just that we

understand what the implications of this claim would be. Indeed, even in
humans there are very intriguing differences in the willingness of adult
humans to attribute complex mental events to other organisms Eddy et al.

(1993) reported empirical evidence that humans do not attribute theory of
mind to other creatures in a random or blanket fashion. but their attribu-
tions depend critically upon the degree to which (a) the animals resemble

them physically (e.g., other primates), or (b) they have lormed attachment

bonds with the species in question (e.g., dogs and cats). It is interesting in

the present context to note that very few (if any) of the human subjects par-

ticipating in the Eddy et al. (1993) investigation had ever formed attach-

ment bonds with another primate species, but this did not prevent them

from attributing theory-of-mind skills to these species, presumably based

on their physical similarity to humans. Conversely, dogs and cats, to which

most of the subjects had probably at one time or another formed primary
attachment bonds, were given high ratings as well - despite their dissimilar

morphological appearance. It is perhaps not trivial therefore to note that in

the case of captive chimpanzees reasoning about humans both conditions

are met: chimpanzees have formed attachment bonds with humans and we

resemble them physically. Finally, note that this is an empirical issue which

can be tested in the laboratory.6

5.5 Are non-human primates a special case?

Finally, it is important to ask if the criticisms explored above present a

unique burden to those of us who study non-human species. In other

words, if it is not fair to compare chimpanzees to humans, is it any more or
less fair to compare pre-school children to adult humans, or even older chil-

dren? And if pre-school children do not drive the point home, what about

pre-verbal human infants? Is it somehow unfair to attempt to ascertain if
they have a pre-verbal theory of mind? I do not think so. And once this is

granted we are forced to acknowledge that the exact same (and very real)

conceptual fairness problems exist regardless ol whether our subjects are

human infants or children on the one hand, or chimpanzees on the other
(Povinelli, 1993).

Some researchers wishing to retain the conceptual integrity of compar-

ing theory of mind across ages within humans, but not across species, might
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retrelt further and argue that in the case of developmental psychorogy at
least the organism under study is a member of the same,p."r.i u, inl adults
to whom it is being compared - adurts who we know develop u 

"on.,n'on-sense psychology. But for this argument to have force it wouli be necessary
ro assume that theory-of-mind evolution in the human species resulted
lrom ancestral variants who possessed rudiments of common-sense psy-
chology at birth (or that later occurring innovations were canarised back-
wards through existing deveropmentar programs). If we did not make this
assumption - that humans are born with some kind of theory of mind
already activated - then we would never be sure when our b.t*".n-ug" non-
verbal comparisons were in the same rogical position as across-species non-verbal comparisons; tlrat is, comparing 

-organisms 
with a particurar

theory-ol'-mind (orderchirdren, adurts) to on., we are not sure about (r2-
nronth-olds). But there is no necessary reason to accept this position. It
could be that fundamental human innovations in theory-of-mina psyctrot-
()qy were created through innovations which occurred at relatively late
points in existing developmental programs. were this the case, there would
be no particular reason to think that just because the infant is human it
.voids the question o| conceptual lairness. The general point is ttris: if the
co'ceptual problenrs associated with asking another cloiely related species
about what capacities they possess are insuimountable, then the inferences
about ontogenetic transfbrmations sought by deveropmental psychorogists
irrc cripplecl by the sanre problems.

At this point some observers might throw up their hands in despair and
aclopt the view rhat it is inrpossible to bridge the developmental ani evolu-
tionary transitions within human development, across human cultures, and
.cross other species (fbr a' example of this kind of despair as applied to
the animal research. see Heyes, 1994b). I disagree. As long as we keep in
mind that 'theory of mind', 'folk psychology', and ,mental 

state attribu-
tion'are heuristic constructs. then our research strategies can proceed on
firm -eround. Sets of preciictions,eenerated by each lramiwork can be tested
irr a systematic manner. Theory construction and lalsification can proceed
irs in any other science. avoiding the nihilism of the radical deconstiuction-
ist whilc sinrrrltancously rrroving toward stronger and stronger inlerence
irbout which.spccts ol-the rrincl other species are capable (orincapable) of
rclson i ng.

6 Do chimpanzees have a theory of mind?

our research is not the linal word on whether chimpanzees have a theory
of'mind. lndeed, it is not even rhe first sentence of the first chapter ol the:
luturc volume. Principlt,.t .f tltc cltittrpun:(c'.\ thcor-y of' nrind. For example,
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there are multiple working hypotheses to account for our data, only one of
which is that theory of mind is a unique feature of the human species.

Without elaborating let me simply note that Povinelli and Eddy (in press b)

have discussed in detail two other very real possibilities: one is that there is

a marked asynchrony in the rate of development between chimpanzees and

humans such that our apes are simply too young to show the abilities in
question (see fig. 18.2); the other is that both young and mature chim-

panzees have an amodal theory of attention such as that proposed by

Baldwin and Moses (1994) for l4-month-old human infants I present the

recent round of studies to show that future research on chimpanzees'

understanding of the mind can proceed with both methodological and con-

ceptual rigor.
But already our data suggests (although not in a statistical way) that

some aspects of the domain-specific versus general account of cognitive

constructions can be evaluated. For example, one of our apes (Megan) has

tested positive for mirror self-recognition since she was three years old,

unlike most of her age-mates who have produced a negative diagnosis even

to the present. Yet at about five and a half years she performed no better

than her companions on the seeing-as-attention tasks described in section

4. This could be taken as hinting that the domain-general argument is

wrong because self-recognition in mirrors in young children occurs at about

the same time (18-24 months) as initial understanding of mental states

(desires). Alas, however, tests of seeing-as-attention similar to ours may be

difficult for children younger than about two and a half years (Lempers el

at., 197':'). Thus, a domain-general account could still prevail if there are

necessary general cognitive achievements which must occur between these

two timi feriods in young children before they can equate seeing as the

mental staie of attention. Clearly, we need better non-verbal tests of simple

mental state attribution that are very sensitive to the l8-24 month age range

in human children (Povinelli e, al, l99l; Povinelli' 1993).

So do chimpanzees have a theory of mind? One participant at the confer-

ence on which this volume is based expressed understandable frustration

after listening to the papers on this topic To her, it seemed as if the debate

about theory of mind in non-human primates has been a simplistic'yes-

they-have-it'-'no-they-don't'roller coaster ride. But I hope that this essay

wili help to clarify that it will require patience to achieve even minimal

closure on the question of whether apes or other animals represent mental

states. To be suie, there are those who wish a quick answer' Indeed, their

impatience has allowed them to overlook imPortant methodological

caveats that have been laid out in the primary literature Forexample, Smith

(this volume) concludes that there has been a shift in views concerning

"hi.punr"..' 
understanding of the mind, and believes that it is perhaps
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bei?o conclude that theory of mind cannot exist without language. Heyes
(1994b) concludes that when it comes to theory-of-mind-res-earch in
animals it is best to be a 'curmudgeon' (p.242).I am willing to conclude
that it is necessary continuously to upgrade our thinking aboit the relation
between ontogeny and evolution and to use this theory t intelligently (and
experimentally) challenge our intuitions about which species haie a theory
of mind. That, after all, is the long road to strong infeience.
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NOTES

I I use the rerm 'theory of mind'in the spirit in which premack and woodruff
(1978) intended it. Thus, in this essay, I use the term to reler to any representa-
tion ol unobservable mental states which serve the function ol generating pre-
dictions about luture behaviour or explanations for previous betaviour. I deler
the issue of whether young children are young scientists-in-the-making to
others (see Gopnik, this volume).

2 Those interested in the debate over potential differences in theory ol mind
l_Tgng non-human primates are relerred to other sources (Galiup, l9g2;
Whiten and Byrne, 1988; Cheney and Seylarth, 1990; povinelli, 1993; Whiten,
1993; Tomasello and Call, 1994).

3 I. use the term epigenetic as opposed to developmental to emphasise the idea
that the final path taken by developing neurai systems depends upon both
environmental leedback and genetic instructions. T-his is especially important in
the current context given that several authors have argued ror ttre iossibility that
abnornral environmental inputs in the lorm of contait with humans may poten-
tially have dramatic efrect upon great ape cognitive development in areas such
as sell-recognirion in mirrors and imitation (povinelli, 1994b; Tomasello,
Savage-Rumbaugh, and Kruger, I 993).

4 To sustain this view plausibly. research showing significant correlations between
pre-schoolers perlormance theory-ol-mind taski and other cognitive tasks
would have to be explained in non-causal terms (e.g., Frye, Zeraz6, and palrai,
unpublished manuscript).

5 Not all of the previous studies suffer from the general criticism that the critical
trials are contaminated by'learning'. ueyes 1t9ll; has argued that our role-
reversal studies, lor example, may have involved learning in the critical reversal
phase and complains that we did not report the trial-byl16a1 data in our origi_
nal report. But a reading of the povinefli, Nelson, and Boysen (1992) report
reveals that this is not true. Additional support lor Darrell, Sheba, and'Sarah's
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immediate comprehension comes from an examination of their first few trials

within the initial role reversal session. As an inlormant on the first day ol role

reversal, Sarah produced accurate pointing to the correct location (lrom among

four possibilities) on the first thirteen trials belore making the first ol her two

errori... As an operator, Sheba's first six choices were all correct before she made

her only error in twenty trials'(p. 637). In the context of Harris' (this volume)

theory, it is of interest that this task perlormance was consistent with the

hypoihesis that the subjects saw their partner as perlorming specific actions to

fulfil specific desires. Although it has not been replicated and suffers from some

methodological drawbacks (Povinelli, l99l), it is possible evidence that chim-

panzees understand others as intentional agents, even if they do not understand

ipistemic states. Similar task performance by l8- to 24-month-old humans has

been demonstrated by Brownell and Carriger ( 1989).

We have explored two ways to attempt such investigations. One is to 11ain chim-

panzees as reliable enough actors to carry out our protocols. The second is to

Lbtain conuincing enough chimpanzee costumes for our undergraduate and

graduate studeniactors to don during experimental trials. To date neither

approach has met with much success.


